
CATALOGUE 2018
contemporary porcelain design handmade in Vienna



flowers & leaves | tableware
starting from different floral silhouettes the 

Viennese porcelain manufacture feinedinge* developed 
organic plaster models by experimenting with 

traditional plaster techniques.

the challenge was to create organic, functional 
serving bowls and platters, which can easily 

be added to an existing table service.

you can choose from five different sizes of bowls
– from the XL salad bowl to the smallest side bowl

and platters which are in 5 beautifully 
color-coordinated variations of ROSÉ, GREY or GREEN 

and of course in pure WHiTE available.



flowers & leaves | tableware

all items are entirely handmade from dyed Limoges 
porcelain, glazed on the inside and 

polished | matte (unglazed) on the outside.

each product is dishwasher- and microwave safe.



             flowers | bowls

 XL. SALAD  BOWL  dia 27,0xh11cm    €145,-
 L. SALAD  BOWL  dia 22,5xh 9cm     €120,-
 M.  NOODLE BOWL  dia 17,5xh 7cm    € 58,-
 S.  TEA    BOWL  dia 12,5xh 6cm    € 45,-
 XS. SiDE   BOWL  dia 10,0xh 5cm    € 38,-
    

colours BOWLS    

    *       ROSÉ    
    *       GREY
    *      CREAM



leaves | platters

  XL. SERVING PLATTER      40x29cm   €140,-
  L . SERVING PLATTER      32x23cm   €115,-
M . PLATE    MEDIUM      28x20cm   € 56,-

  S . PLATE     SMALL      20x15cm   € 42,-
XS. PLATE   X-SMALL  13,5x10,5cm   € 34,-

colours LEAVES

    *      GREEN
    *       GREY
    *      CREAM



flowers & leaves | tableware

is a modern, sustainable, handmade  tableware range 
which perfectly covers the idea of every day use.

contemporary porcelain design
handmade with love in Vienna.



flowers | tealight holder

starting from floral silhouettes of Christmas roses 
the Viennese porcelain manufacture feinedinge* 

developed organic floral tealight holders.

you can choose from two different sizes in 
translucent warm white.

all items are entirely handmade from Limoges 
porcelain, glazed on the inside and 

polished | matte (unglazed) on the outside.

the rims of the tealightholders are 
finished individually.

each item is unique.



flowers | tealight holder

TEALiGHT SMALL  dia  7,5x 9,5cm  € 48,--
TEALiGHT LARGE  dia 10,0x12,0cm  € 62,--



    our little friends | jars

porcelain jars and platters decorated with sweet 
animal figurines in different sizes.

the lid and inside of the container is glazed, the 
outsides and figurines are unglazed/matte.

motives:

     *    PENGUiN
    *     RABBiT 
    *        CAT



 our little friends | jars

JAR .  SMALL   dia  8  x11,5cm  € 90,-
JAR . MEDIUM   dia 11,5x18  cm  €140,-
JAR .  LARGE   dia 15  x17,5cm  €150,-



 our little friends | platters

serving platters decorated with sweet animal figurines 
in two different sizes.

the upper side of the platter is glazed, the outsides 
and figurines are unglazed/matte.

motives:

*  iCE BEAR
     *   PENGUiN
    *    RABBiT 
    *       CAT



our little friends | platters

platter . MEDIUM   dia 22,5cm  € 130,-
platter .  LARGE   dia 31,5cm  € 150,-
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